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Contemporary Currency

Schultz and Banuelos Resignations Portend New

Federal Reserve Series

Treasury Secretary George Schultz has announced his
intention to resign in May. Together with the resig-
nation of U. S. Treasurer Romana Banuelos, his action
spells eventual replacement of both signatures (1969C
and 1969D series I on our paper money after successors
have been named. However, the Treasurer's post may
go unfilled for the remainder of the Nixon administration
as it did for two and a half years during the Johnson
administration following the resignation of Kathryn
O'Hay Granahan in 1966.

Because the currency presses were completely devoted
to gasoline rationing coupon production during late
January, February and most of March, the currency
stockpile has been reduced somewhat. According to
E. J. Prescott, chief of the office of currency and stamp
printing at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, not
ever before in the memory of the oldest living employees
has the Bureau stopped printing paper money completely.

A Chicago Tribune Press Service dispatch of March
25. 1974, relates that the 1,500 tons of ration coupons
now pose a storage problem. Mr. Prescott said the entire
order was to be packaged and delivered to the Federal
Energy Office on April 5. The coupons were cut into
sheets of 16, wrapped in plastic in packages of 100
each, then boxed in units of 25 packages. Prescott
calculated a total of 120,000 such boxes weighing 25
pounds each, or 1,500 tons in all.

Asked if he could come up with some idea of just
how much 1,500 tons of coupons and boxes would
amount to in space occupied, Prescott said, "Well, each
box measures 13 by 12 by 71/4 inches and there are
120,000 boxes. Using arithmetic, that comes out to a
stack 72,500 feet high. Or, if you prefer, 13.73 miles
straight up."

This printing order, given its size and deadline for
completion, was unequalled in the history of intaglio
printing. It is believed that the Bureau produced 3.7
billion of the coupons, but in spite of the paper money
stoppage, it had to subcontract for the rest of the order.
The American Bank Note Co. of New York produced
650 million and the United States Bank Note Co. of
Philadelphia prepared an additional 450 million. Cost
of manufacturing all the coupons was estimated to be
$12 million.

The possibility that the office of Treasurer of the
United States may be phased out arose at the time of
Mrs. Banuelos' resignation when it was revealed that the
office is being stripped of much of its traditional re-
sponsiblity. To replace it is a new agency, the Bureau
of Government Financial Operations in the Fiscal Ser-
vice. The eventual effect of this change on paper money
signatures is still unknown.

Mrs. Banuelos' name first appeared on E. S. currency
in April, 1972 in connection with that of then-Treasury
Secretary John Connally on 1969-C notes in the $1
denomination and 1969-B notes in the larger denomi-
nations. After Schultz became Treasury Secretary, the
$1 denominations became 1969-D, with the larger
denominations still series 1969-C. The next new series
of Federal Reserve Notes will probably be series 1969-E
in the $1 denomination and 1969-D in the larger
denominations.

The following check list of signature combinations
used on U. S. Federal Reserve Notes since 1961 was
made available by Numismatic News Weekly. It shows
which denominations were printed in each series, along
with examples in the footnotes where certain demomi-
nations were not printed for a particular Federal Reserve
Bank:
Series-Signatures 	 $1 $5 $10 $20 $50 $100
1950C Smith-Dillon 1

	
X	 x X	 x	 x

1950D Granahan-Dillon 	 X X X X
1950E Granahan-Fowler 	 X X X X X
1963 Granahan-Dillon 	 X x x x
1963A Granahan-Fowler 	 X x X X X X
1963B Granahan-Barr 	 x
1969 Elston-Kennedy 	 x x x x x
1969A Kabis-Kennedy 	 x
1969A Kabis-Connally 	 x x x x x
1969B Kabis-Connally 	 x
1969B Banuelos-Connally 	 x x
1969C Banuelos-Connally 	 x
1969C Banuelos-Shultz 	 x x x x x
1969D Banuelos-Shultz 	 x

1—$50 note not produced for Atlanta.
2—$10 note not produced for Minneapolis.
3—Notes produced only for New York, Chicago and San Francisco.
4—$5 note produced for Richmond or Minneapolis, $10 note not

produced for Minneapolis, $20 note not produced for Philadelphia or
Minneapolis.

5—Production limited to $1 notes for New York, Richmond, Chicago,
Kansas City and San Francisco.

6—$20 note not produced for Boston or Philadelphia, $50 note not
produced for Cleveland, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Kansas City or San
Francisco.

Story of the Discovery of

The Only-Known 8-Zero $1
Federal Reserve Note

As Told by Tom Morrissey

V" ISITORS to the 1973 ANA convention at Boston
will recall Nathan Goldstein's reporting of the
possibly unique Federal Reserve Note of the Boston

district, Series 1969A carrying the serial number
A00000000A, representing the 100 millionth note in the
printing. I It is not possible to print number 100000000.
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although in some of the earlier series such a note was
hand overprinted and contained ten digits.) Now the
discoverer of the note, Tom Morrissey of Tewksbury.
Mass., tells how he found it.

Tom is now retired, but at the time of the discovery
he was a supervisor in the Money Department of the
First National Bank of Boston, largest in New England
and 17th largest in the nation. He recalls that while his
co-workers were hunters of rare coins, only he watched
the paper currency.

The time was January, 1971, when the first notes of
the Kabis-Kennedy 1969A series were appearing. Learn-
ing that this would be a short issue and that the Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston would have only 200 "bricks"
of 4,000 each, he watched carefully for the new notes.
Oddly enough, the FRB released the low-numbered prefix
A and suffix B second series first.

Tom thought that he had overlooked the first series
in his daily handling of some eight million dollars'
worth of currency, but on February 11th he received
40 bricks, high numbers A99200001A up. He scanned
each brick carefully, putting aside brick #25000 be-
cause of its possibilities in his search for one-digit
palindromes (radar notes). At the time he had in his
collection A11111111A, A22222222A, and A88888888A.
His goal was to complete a series from one to nine and
here was the chance to find A99999999 .A.

As he opened the brick and fanned the last pack, he
found that the eight 9's had been removed and a star
note put in its place. Disappointed because a single
digit radar note occurs only once in every 11 million
notes, he still noticed that the note behind had a red
crayon inspector's mark, indicating that it should have
been removed and replaced by a star, too. But it wasn't,
and this was the eight-digit zero note.

That is when Tom's blood pressure zoomed. But not
to the point where he forget to remove both inside and
outside label and the first note in the pack, A99996001A,
to complete a rare label set.

Mr. Morrissey still owns the note despite many offers
to buy it at astronomical prices.

Intermediate Size Check
Numbers

By Peter Huntoon

A CLOSE look at the five-dollar 1934B New York
Federal Reserve Note shown in Figure 1 reveals
that the size of the numbers used in the face check

Figure 1. $5 19348 Federal Reserve Note with intermediate
size check number 212.

micro check number

2 	 intermediate check number

149' large check number

Figure 2. Comparison between micro, intermediate, and large
check numbers.

number, 212, are intermediate in size when compared to
the micro check numbers used on early series small notes
and the large check numbers used on current series.

Figure 2 is a blow-up of each of the three check num-
bers to illustrate the obvious differences between them.
The size that should have been used for the 1934B series
notes is the large size. The conversion to the large size
from micro size on Federal Reserve Notes occurred with
the beginning of the 1934A series.

Intermediate check numbers were first brought to my
attention by Meyer Fulda in 1970. Meyer claims to have
discovered them and wrote that Leon Goodman, co-author
of the first three editions of the Standard Handbook of
Modern. U.S. Paper Money, had taken specimens of the
variety to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing for
verification. The experts at the Bureau acknowledged
that the numbers were indeed intermediate in size.

Chuck O'Donnell used to call these Filipino check num-
bers because they were similar in size to the plate num-
bers used on the Philippine currency when the Philip-
pines were under U.S. sovereignty. Similar check num-
bers also appear on other products of the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing.

It is clear that on occasion the engravers at the Bureau
accidentally used the templates containing the inter-
mediate numbers when preparing plates for the early
1934 series currency. Consequently, it is my opinion that
the notes bearing intermediate size numbers represent a
distinct and very interesting variety. These have equal
standing with mules and the famous wide and narrow
reverse plate designs associated with the early small note
issues. See the Standard Handbook of Modern U.S. Paper
Money for a description of these other varieties.

Meyer also wrote that he had found intermediate plate
numbers on other classes, series, and denominations of
currency of the same vintage as the 1934B note described
here. He even mentioned what he thought were inter-
mediate reverse plate numbers. I was never able to verify
his finds so I am not able to list them here. With a
little searching, the reader may find other examples of
intermediate check numbers in his collection and report
them through PAPER MONEY.
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